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Abstrocl

According to Article 3 ofAct Number 15 of 2001 on Trademark, the exclusive nature oftrademark rights
legalizes monopoll'. Based on this exclusiviDt, the right holders of trademarl<s can decide rvhen and u'here
they canfrst introduce a trademarked producl lo the market- This righl is knov'n as a distribution right-
Once marketed hov'ever, the right holder cannol prevent their lrademarked product being imporled
outside ofthe initial chosen market (exhausrion ofrights)-

Ke!ry,ords'. exclus ive righls, distr ibution rights -

Intisai

Menurut Pasal 3 LrU Nomor l5 Tahun 2001 tentang Merek, bahwa hak atas merek bersifat khusus. Hak
tersebut bersifat monopoli. Berdasarkan hak eksklusifnya, pemegang hak merek dapat memutuskan
kapan dan dimana dia akan meletakkan produk yang terkait dengan keasi intelektualnya di pasaran untuk
pertama kalinya. Hal itu dinamakan hak distribusi. Manakala telah diputuskan pemasarannya, maka yang

bersangkutan tidak dapat mencegah produk kreasi intelektualnya itu diimpor di Iuar x'ilayah pemasaran

yang telah dipilihnya pertama kali (exhaustion right).

Kata Kunci: hak ekklusi{ hak distribusi.
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A. Background

One inescapable key issue in status quo is

the issue of lntellectual Property fughts @R).
IPR are bom of human design as means to fulfil
society's needs- The existence of intellectual

products as forrns ofIPR is of high necessity. For

example in commerce, the smooth sale of goods

and services require the use of trademarks. The

function of trademarks in commerce is crucial,

not only to differentiate similar goods and

services, but also as a tool to restrain and control

competition for consumers.

A well-known trademark also functions

as goodwill and an invaluable corporate asset.

As such, well-known trademarks become very

important and valuable to their owners, leading

them to guard against misuse of their trademark

by others, for example through fraud, copying,

piggy-backing, unlicensed usage and so forth.

These forms of trademark infringement damages

not only the owners, but also license holders as

well as the state. The state is damaged through

a reduction of tax revenue. These forms of
trademark infringement basically are violations of
the exclusive rights attached to a kademark. The

exclusive right is a monopoly right and may only

be exercised by the trademark owner.

Exclusive rights as regulated by Article 3 of
Act No. 15 of 2001 on Trademarks (Irademark

Act) means that a trademark is a right of a

trademark owner to use their trademark right

and to stop other parties from using that same

right. The prohibition of other parties to use

the trademark right is the implementation of a

trademark's monopolized nature. In principle, a

trademark may only be used by its owner. Other

parties may only use the trademark after obtaining

permission from its owner.

On the other hand, Article 17 of the Trade

Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights
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(TRIPS) states that "Members may provide limited

exceptions to the rights conferred by a trademark,

such as fair use of descriptive terms, provided that

such exceptions take account of the legitimate

interests ofthe owner ofthe trademark and ofthird
parties."

Based on the above, a state party may apply

a limited exception to existing trademarks, such

as fair use of descriptive terms taking into account

legitimate interests of owners and third parties.

In relation thereto, EEope recognizes'a mere

local significant use' as recognition of a party's

right to a trademark for local use.r

Provisions as stipulated within Article 6

of TRIPs does not exist in the Trademark Act.

However, it may irylicitly be seen from a

trademark owner's distribution right which stems

from their exclusive right. The provision is known

as the principle of exhaustion of rights, which

states that "a right is exhausted once it is put onto

the market by or with consent of the right holder.

Exhaustion can only occur once a trademark

protected good has been placed on the market

by or with the consent of the trademark owner."2

Basically, a trademart owner cannot use their

exclusive right to stop or control subsequent sale

of trademarked products or goods, when its first

sale is done by the trademark owner, or with the

trademark owners' permission or agreement.3 This

is based on the assumption that the IPR owner has

received sufficient compensation -as intende4-

through the initial sale.a

Based on a trademark owner's exclusive

rights, that owner may decide when and where

to first introduce a trademarked product to the

market. When initial marketing has been decide4

then the trademark owner cannot prevent their

product from being imported outside ofthe initially
chosen market.s If a trademark owner misuses a

trademark, in the sense of violating exhaustion

Rabmi Jeoe4 *I4litasi TRIPs (Ageemeot on Trade Related Asp€cts of Intelectual Propaty Rigtts) brgi Pdliadmgan M€r€L di
IndoDe6ir", lL,.idAkz, Vol. I 2, No. 6, January 2000, Faculty of law Universitas Airlaryga, Surabayr, p. 56.
lbid.,p.68.
Silvia Z.tpcUo4 2000, Iie Scope ofThe Exletstion Reginefot ftdenarks R8tu , ECRI. t odoD, p. l
Ribmi r€oed I, Zoecir., p. 56.

Ibid.
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of rights, it does not bring about voiding of the

trademark. The trademark exists, but its exercise

may be burdened by a non-voluntary license.6

The issue of parallel imports have not been

regulated under the Trademark Act, depriving

the govemment capacity to regulate parallel

imports. Therefore, a discussion on prallel import

must be conducted to facilitate government regu-

lation in fuhrre trademark acts.

Stepping from this background, the legal issue

at hand will be the principle of exclusive rights

in trademarks and its connestion with parallel

imports.

B. Research Method

l. Approach
This study is a legal research discussing the

principle of exclusive rights and parallel imports,

as well as their dispute settlement. The approaches

used will be the statutory conceptual, comparative

and case approach. The statutory approach will be

used to analyze the principle of exclusive righs

and parallel imports from current regulations.

The conceptual approach will be used to analfze

concepts related to exclusive rights and parallel

import, while the comparative approach will be

used to view the application of exclusive rights in

corlmon law systems. Finally, the case approach

will be used to examine cases of trademark

infringement.

2. Sources of Law
To facilitate the methods above, an analysis will

be conducted to available sources of law. Sources

of law are divided between primary sources in

trademark law comprisilg of Acts, Govemment

Regulations, and Presidential Decisions which

regulate trademark. Meanwhile, secondary sources

of laws are research findings in trademark law,

scholarly opinion, law books and law journals.

3. Data Collection Method

Sources of law are collected through the

snowball method using a card system. This

procedure is done though stockpiling and

categorizing primary and secondary sources of
law based on the legal issues for this research.

Available data will be analfzed through a

comparative law method. This method will be

done by analyzing topics in accordance with the

specified legal issues.

4. Data Analysis

The stockpiled primary and secondary

sources above will be divided and analyzed using

the statutory approach and conceptual approach

to achieve basic knowledge from those sources,

which will be connected with prevaililg theories.

Those sources will subsequently be analyzed

and examined by comparing it with doctrines,

tlieories and legal principles raised by experts.

Finalty, a normative analysis will be conducted

to the data by providing legal arguments. To

complete this analysis, cases of rademark

infringement at the research area will also be

examined.

C. Results and Discussion

1. Receiving Trademark Rights

Trademark rights under the Trademark Act is
given tkough a constitutive system. This system

emphasizes that recogrrition and legal protection

tbrough trademark is given on a first to file basis

(first to file principle), as long as the application is

accepted by the Directorate General of IPR of the

Indonesian Ministry of Law and Human Righs.

Ihis system has given more legal certainty than

the declarative system given to the first user (first

to use principle).

The declarative system was once utilized in

Act No. 2l of 1961 on Trade and Commercial

Marks, which states that:

Special rights to use a trademark to differenti-
ate an individual's or a legal entity's indus-
trial good or commercial goods fiom objects
belonging to others is given to whomsoever
first uses that trademark for that purpose in
Indonesia.

Ibnt.
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Based on the above, special rights attached to

trademarks are given to the first user. Whomsoever

could prove that they are the first user of a trade-

mark will receive legal protection. Soerjatin opines

that this first user does not mean that the trademark

in question has been previously used, but that it has

already been used before an adverse party has used

it. So, the critical moment is that when a dispute

occun, both parties must prove before the court

who among them had first used the trademark.T

Even though Act No. 2l of 196l adopted

a declarative first to use principle, it has also

accommodated trademark registration. This is

found in the General Elucidation to Act No 2l of
1961, which emphasizes that special rights to use

a trademark under law depends a qzo on the first

use of the trademark. The fust user ofa trademark

is considered to be the one who first registers the

trademark unless otherwise proven.

Yahya Harap opines that Act No. 21 of 1961

contains a dualisnu on one hand utilizing the first

to file principle, where the fint registered owner of
a trademark has special rights than other owners,

but on the other hand prioritizing the first to use

principle.t Bambang Sulistyobudi meanwhile, sees

that this may create difticulties in proving who

the real first user is, leading to legal uncertainty.e

Based on these facts, subsequent nademark

acts starting from Act No. 19 of 1992, Act No. 14

of 1997 up to Act No. l5 of200l do not recognize

the declarative system and utilizes the conslih.rtive

system. The use of this new system is also in line

with the requtement needed to ratiry the TRIPS.

This requirement is enshrined in Article 18 TRIPs

which states that "Initial registration, and each

renewal ofregistration, ofa trademark shall be for

a term no less than seven years. The registration
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of a trademark shall be renewable indefinitely."

This provision cleady states that only registered

trademarlc are protected.

The development of the constitutive systsm

is made ever more apparent by its inclusion in the

Model Law for Developing Counkies on Marks,

Trade Names and Acts of Unfair Competition,

which in Article a explains that exclusive right over

a trademark is only obtained through registrationt0

Yahya Harahap states that the constitutive

system has several advantages, being:rr
l. Legal certainty to determine who the

real owner -who shall receive priority
protection- ofa trademark is. It is enough
to look at who has the earlier filing date

in the Trademark General List;
2. Legal certainty for evidence as it would be

based on the factual truth of registration;
3. To establish proper ownership of a trade-

mark would no longer create conkoversy
between the fust to file and the first to
use, as the first to file will prevail;

4. Therefore, the basis to determine who
the most proper owner of a mark is
need only be determined on a first to
file basis and proof would be based on
authentic documents, making it easier
to draw legal conclusions than with the
declarative system. This has the positive
effect of simpli$ing disputes, making it
cost effective and quick.

Based on the above advantages of the

constitutive system. this was the chosen system

under the Trademark Law. This is reinforced by

Article 3 which states that "righs to Trademarks

are exclusive rights given by the State to the

Trademark owner who is registered in the

Trademark General List for a certain time period

by using the Trademark themselves or by giving

permission to other parties to make use of it".r2

R. So€rjatiD, 19t0, Tl.,trn tugang I don fi,Third Edrtr, PradtrF Paraeiota, J6t rta, p. %.
YahyzEarahap, 1996, Ttnjaan I'leQl tecara UrnM &o, Hutun Meret di Indonesia berdasa*an W No. 19 Tahun 1992, cina Aditya
Bakti, BandmE; p. 336.
Barnbary Sulistyobudi, 2003, Aspet Huhn dalom Persaingan Usaha fidat sehat Atas Hot MereL (Khusus Kenas@t Merct),T\dts,
Master of l.aw UDiversitas Diponegoro, S€mrrang' p. 79.
Muhamad Djlltlhrna, 2006, Perkembangan Doktrin dan Teori Pe indungan Hot Kekayaan Intelektual, Citra Aditya Bakti, Bandurg
p.74.
Yahya Harahap, @.cr:r., p. 340.
Article 3, Act No. l5 of200l on TBdehark (State Gazett€ No. I l0/2001, SuppleDeDt to the State Gazette No. 4l3l).
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What is contained in Article 3 Trademark

Law above basically emphasizes that only the

registered owner of a trademark will be given

exclusive rights from the state. This granting of
exclusive right is the form of recognition and

legal protection towards owners of trademarks

registered lawfirlly in the Trademark General

List at the Directorate General of IPR at the

Indonesian Ministry of Law and Human Rights.

Therefore, for a trademark to be protected under

law, it must be registered. Thus. registration is

compulsory.

The registration of a trademark right is done

through the procedure set out in the Trademark

Act. Article 4 of Trademark Act emphasizes

that trademarks may not be registered by an

applicant in bad faith. According to the

Elucidation to Article 4, an applicant acting in

good faith is an applicant who registers their

trademark properly and honestly, without any

intent to piggy-bacl! imitate or copy the fame of
another parry's trademark, for the applicant's

business interests, which causes damages to the

other party or creates an unfair competition,

deceives or misleads consulners. For example,

Trademark A is well knou.n by society for years,

and is imitated in such a way that the imitation has

principal or overall similarity v/ith Trademark

A. In this example. bad faith was shown by the

imitator because the imitator should have been

aware of tle intent to copy the well-known

Trademark.

According to the Elucidation of Article 4,

there are several criteria to determine good faith:
1. Registering their trademark properly and

honestly;
2. Without any intention to piggy-back,

imitate or copy the fame ofaaother party;
3. It does not cause damage to another

party;
4. Or does not create unfair competition,

deceives or misleads the consumers.

Meanwhile, Article 5 Trademark Act empha-

sizes that kademarks may not be registered if they

contain one of the following elements:13

l. It is contrary to prevailing law, religious
morality, decency or public order;

2. It does not have a differentiating factor;
3. It has become public property;
4. It is a form of infonnation or relates to

the object or service which warrants
registration

The above provision of Article 5 are the

absolute grounds for rejection of a trademark's

application, which basically states that a trademark

cannot be registered on the basis oftheir capacity to

differentiate a trademark from other trademarks.ra

Meanwhile, further requirements in Article 6

Trademark Act requires that:r5
(l) An application must be rejected by the

Directorate General if the trademark:
a. Has a principal or overall similarity

with another party's trademark which
has been previously registered for like
goods and/or services;

b. Has a principal or overall similarity
with another party's well-known trade-
mark for like goods and/or services;

c. Has a principal or overall similarity
with a lnown geographic indication.

(2) The provision as meant in sub-article (1)
(b) can also be applied to non-like goods
and./or services as long as it fulfils cerrain
requirements which will be regulated by
govemment regulation.

(3) The application must also be rejected by
the Directorate General if the hademark:
a. Constitutes or resembles a famous

person's name, photo or the name ofa
legal entity owner by another person,
except with written consent of the
righttul party.

b. Constitutes an imitation or resembles
an acronym, flag, sign, symbol,
emblem of a state, or a national or
intemational state organ, except with
written consent of the authorized
party.

Article 5, Act No. 15 of 2001 on Trademark (Sate Gazette No. I 10/2001, Supplement to the State cazette No. 4l3l )
Rahmi Jene( 2006, Peryalahgunaan Ha* Eksutsaf Hak f\ekqaan Intelektual, Dis!tr,rlzticm Post-Griduate Programme, Universitas
Airlangga, Surabaya, p. 174.
Article 6(l ), Anicle 6(2), and Anicle 6(3) ofAct No. l5 of200l on Trademark (Stare Gazette No. I l0 Year 20O l, Supplement ro the Stare
Gazette No. 4131).



c. Constitutes an imitation or resembles
an official seal or stamp used by the
state or govemment institution, except
with written consent ofthe authorized

party

The above requirements are relative grounds

to reject an application based on the existence of
prior rights.r5

The requirements found in Articles 5 and 6

Trademark Act is meant to sift and select so that

registered trademarks do not violate prevailing

requirements and previously registered trade-

marks of other parties. Rahmi Jened states that

the criteria of overall similarity (identical marks)

exists if a mark which has overall similarity with

another previously protected mark is used for like
products.rT Meanwhile, principal similarities are

deemed to exist if a trademark is almost identical

with another trademarlg based on visual or

auditory similarities, or a similarity of meaning.rE

What Rahmi Jened had advocated is that it
is sometimes diflicult to difrerentiate between

principal and overall similarity, because an

auditory similarity cau create a principal similarity.

Therefore, Yahya Harahap opines that a description

is needed, which gives further explanation to the

doctrine of similarity of trademarks, to anticipate

cheating and bad faith in the business world.'e The

wide scope ofthat description would [surround the

intent] to take or imitate another party's registered

trademark: 20

a. Very identical or almost identical in is
description with another party's trade-
mark;

b. Using a close similarity with another
party's registered trademark, is consider-
ed a disturbance and deceitful in addition
to being an act ofunfair competition.

Meanwhile, according to Feng Zonggi, the

existence of identical trademarks or similarities
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between one party's trademark and another's is

caused by:2r

a. Using the same or similar words or
characters;

b. Using the same or similar forms or
equipment;

c. Is of the same or similar size, design or
decoration with another product;

d. Has a large potential to mislead the
society.

In South Korea, the problem of trademark

usage which contains similarities is considered

as utrfair competition if it frrlfils the following

requirements:2
a. The trademark used is well-known;
b. The use of that trademark creates

confusion and is misleading.

Article 6(2) Trademark Act as meant in sub-

article l(b) may also be applied towards nonJike

goods and/or services so long as it firlfils certain

requirements which will be set in Govemment

Regulation. This provision in principle extends

protection towards hadernarks, because trade-

marks basically exist to difrerentiate like objects.

It does not become a problem if a trademark that

has been used in electronics becomes used for
non-electronic products; such as the use of the

'Sony' trademark -which has been used for

television- for shoes. Shoes and television are

not like objects, so there should be no violation.

However, Article 6(2) may render it a violation,

because well-known trademarks -such as Sony-

have expanded protection, not only to like objects

but also nonJike objects.

This requirement harbors the meaning of
state recognition of well-known trademarks.

In this context, the protection to well-known

trademarks is special and excessive. This is

because it is difficult to build up the fame ofa trade-

mark.

tr RahDi Jeoe4 2006, Op.cit., p.179.
I' Rebdi.lcn.d, /6rd, p. l8l.t. Ibid.
f ' Baebatrg Sulistyobudil" Op.cil., p. 4Ab lbid.
,t lbid.D lbid.,p.64.
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A trademark becomes well-known tkough

a long and costly process. It must be advertised

heavily, continuously and concurrently in various

countries for a long period of time. Furthermore,

the quality of the product must be maintained

and increased so that the consumers continue

to recognize and choose the product. If society

at large is interested and uses the trademarked

goods, then it will be valued and recopized,

allowing the trademark to become trustworthy and

well-known.

2. Exclusive Righk and its Connection to

Parallel Imports

The exclusive right found in Article 3

Trademark Act is a trademark owner's right to

use their trademark and to stop its use by others.

This prohibition ofusage is the implementation of
a monopoly natured right. In principle, this right

may only be used by the owner of a trademark.

Others may only use once permission from the

trademark owner is given.

However, Article 17 TRIPs regulates that

"Members may provide limited exceptions to the

rights confened by a trademar\ such as fair use of
descriptive terms, provided that such exceptions

take account of the legitirnate interests of the

owner of the trademark and of third parties."

Based on the above, state parties may provide

limited exceptions to existing trademarks, such

as the use of descriptive tenns as long as those

exceptions take into account the legitimate

interests of the trademark's owner and third
parties. For this reasoq Europe recognizes 'a mere

local significant use' as recognition of someone's

right over a trademark exclusively for local use.2l

Futhermore, in principal a trademark can

only exist in relation to a commercial activity. In

connection to this commercial activity, Article 6

TRIPs affimrs that "For the puposes of dispute

settlement under this Agreement, subject to the

provisions of Articles 3 and 4 nothing in this

Agreanent shall be used to address the issue of
the exhaustion of intellectual prop€rty rights."

What it means is that trademark owners may

only exercise their exclusive right up to the first

sale of their trademarked product. Trademark

owners may not stop the use of their aademark,

related with a product which has enter the market

circulation ofa certain state, which was introduced

by a party authorized by that owner or tkough the

owner's permission. This may be seen in the Pea&

Holding case (C-16-03) from the European Court

ofJustice (ECI): 
'?a

Good bearing a trademark cannot be regarded
as having been put on the market in the
European Economic area where the pro-
prietor of the trademark has imported them
into the European Economic Area with a
view to selling them there or where he has

offered them for sale to consumers in the
European Economic Area, in his own shops

or those of an associated company without
actually selling them.

Provisions such as enshrined in Article 6

TRIPS does not exist in the Trademark Act.

However, it may be seen implicitly from the

distribution right of trademark owners which

encompasses the owner's exclusive right. This

principle is known as exhaustion of rights,

which means that "A right is exhausted once it
is put onto the market by or with consent of the

right holder. Exhaustion can only occur once a

physical protected good has been placed on the

market by or with the consent of the owner."2s

Il essence, trademark ownerc may not use their

exclusive rights to stop sales or control zubsequent

marketing from a trademarked product or good

after first sale had been conducted by that owner

or based on that owner's ag:eement.26 This is

based on the assumption that the IPR holder has

received sufficient compensation as intended

':! Rahmi ,ened, "Hak Kekayaan Lotelekhral darl PersailgaD Sehat", Pqper, hrdtectual Property Rights Traidng for Acidemics alrd
Prcdioners, Faculty of Law Universir.s Airlangg4 Surabaya 26-2E Jutre 200t, p. 56.

" Warwick A Ronhinie,2o03,Poralel Inpon,Kluver, t ndon, pp.4lE-422.! Rahmi Jeft4 Op.cr., p. 68.r SiMa ZaryelloD, Op..r., p- l.
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within agreed territory Consten was assured by

Grundig that the same limitation was applied

to other distributors. However, it tums out that

Grundig's product was sold in French territory

by a competitor (another one of Grundig's

distributor) from Germany. Consten argued that

there was unfair competition based on French

law against the German competitor which also

distributed Grundig's products in France, cutting

into Consten's profits through parallel import.

The case was brought to the ECJ,33 where

the court diferentiated between the existence of
a right and its exercise. The existence of IPR still

remained a priority and the authority of each state's

national laws. However, the implementation of
IPR must comply with European competition

rules. Thus, the exercise of trademark rights

does Dot venture into its existence which is

regulated under national law. Therefore, Article
295 EC Treaty becomes a filter to the application

of natioqal IPR laws (including copyright or

Industrial Design) from competition law.3a

The issue regarding the principle of
exhaustion of rights can be related to the rules

on the free movement of goods as one of WTO's

instruments to achieve -as the multilateral treaty

aims for- fat competition. The argument behind

an exhaustion ofrights is that the trademark owner

has received suffrcient compensation from the first

sale, and therefore no longer has the power to stop

parallel import since the right is deemed to have

been exhausted when the owner choose to first

market the product. The trademark's exclusive

right cannot be used to stop the sale or control

subsequent marketing of the product when the first

sale has been carried by the trademark owner, with

their permission or by their agreement.ss

' Rahmi Jerc4 @.cr., p. 56.
- Ibid.a bid.
n M. Hawia'Paralcl Iryortati@ of Pate ed G(rcds",lnhbat tubn, Facl ty of kw UDivqsitas Gadjah Mada Yog,akarta, No. 46/

IY2004, p- r.n lbi.l.

' F.rhmi Jencd, @.cr., p. 71.B lbid.e lhid.

" R hmi Jcned, "Apakah TiDdake Paralel Impon Mcneakatr Pelatrggataa firyrdlfl,!', Varrd Unair,No. 38[V, Sepr.mb6 2008.

after the first sale.37

Based on exclusive right, a trademark holder

may decide when and where the trademarked

product may frst be marketed. After this decision

is taken, then the owner may not prevent their

trademarked product from being imported outside

of the first market's area.2E If the trademark owner

misuses their trademark right, in the sense of
violating their exhaustion of rights, it does not

render the right void. The trademark right still

exists, but in its exercise it may be subject to non-

voluntary lice.nse.2e

M. Hawin has stated that "The exhaustion

principle means that the lawful initial sale

of an intellectual property owner's goods

effectively exhausts the owner's right to control

any subsequent dealing with the goods".3o The

principle of exhaustion of rights is related to what

is known as parallel import.

In relation thereto, M. Hawin opined that:rt

Parallel imports are goods manufactured
outside the jurisdiction by or under the
authority ofthe owner ofan lndustrial Property
fught relating to these goods, but imported by
someone other than an authorized importer or
distributor. The act of importing these goods
is referred to as parallel importation.

Parallel import in trademark is closely

related to a nademark owner's distribution right.

There is a case in Europe, Consten grandig v.

Commission which deals with that concept.r2

The case begins with a distribution conbact by
Grundig, from Germany which appoints and

gives distribution rights over Grundig's products

to Consten in France, and was required to make

a substantial investment to supply spare parts and

adequate repair services. Consten agreed not to
sell competitor's products and not to send goods
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Based on the above provision, -applicable in

the European Union- there are several acts taken

by third parties in trade, which although they

relate to a protected trademark, are not considered

violations: 16

a. The use ofpersonal name in trade;
b. tndications of the type, quality, quan-

tity, geographical origin and other
characteristics of a product or service;

c. Trademarks necessary to show the
purpose of a product or service which
specifically relates to accessories or
spare parts, so long as it is not conhary to
honest trade practices.

Meanwhile, another case exists in Ausralia

which relates to parallel ifrpor1-s: R.A. Bailey

Co. Ltd. Il. Boccaccio Pty. Ltd.37 In this case,

the producer of Bailey's Irish Cream Liqueur

was engaged in a distribution agreement with an

Australian company. Boccaccio then bought the

same &ink from distributon in England, imported

and then resold those drinks in Australia. The court

declared that the defendant has broken plaintiffs
right tlrough their license agreement to sell those

products in Australia.

To prevent violation against vrell-known

tradernarks through parallel imports, Hendra

Pramono opines that a preventive action could be

taken by apphng basic principles found in Part

M Articles 5 I {0 TRIPS on Special Requirements

Related to Border Measures which regulates the

law enforcement authority of customs and excise

agencies.3E Such prevention could take the form

of a request to a customs and excise official for

a delay in the marketing of imported or exported

goods in large numbers from a certain excise

jurisdiction, based on sufficient evidence and

with suspicion that these goods are infringing

tademarks protected by Indonesia. Meanwhile,

the bademark owner is sure that no permission

from that owner or a license recipient was given

for a trademark to another party in the state where
'the goods were imported from.

D, Conclusion

Parallel imports in trademarks are closely

related to the exhaustion of rights and exclusive

rights. Parallel imports are possible in trademarks,

sine trademarks exists in a commercial world

involved rapid movement of goods. Parallel

imports are not violations of exclusive rights

of trademarks, since exclusive right holders

of trademarks may decide when and where !o

fust market a tademarked product. After initial

marketing is decide4 the owner can no longer

stop the trademarked product to be imported

outside ofthe initial marketing area. The argument

behind this exhaustion of rights is regulated in the

TRIPS, and assumes that the trademark holder

has received suffrcient compensatioo as inrcnded

based on the initial sale. Therefore, trademark

owners are no longer authorized to prevent parallel

imports as their rights has been exhausted after

initial sale. Their exclusive right cannot be used

to prevent sale or control subsequent rurketing of
trademarked goods after first sale has been done by

the trademark owner, with the owner's permission

or with the owner's agreement.
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